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International evidence: 
transit not a superspreader





“Transit Agenda” based on rider 
survey, summer 2020:
• Conducted by You Gov polling firm, 

commissioned by TransitCenter
• Sample of 2,198 transit riders
• Sampled the 7 largest ridership regions in 

the U.S.: New York City, Los Angeles, San 
Francisco, Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, 
Washington D.C.

• Four verbal focus groups for give-and-take 
narrative and commentary



Pre-vaccine, Masks Matter for Public Confidence –
TransitCenter/YouGov National Poll, summer 2020

Respondents to the poll were asked how often they plan to ride transit after the worst of the outbreak. Then 
they were informed of research demonstrating the efficacy of masks, and asked how often they would ride if the 
agency required masks.

After hearing that message, 88% of respondents strongly or somewhat agree that transit agencies should 
require masks on board. Source: “A Transit Agenda for the COVID-19 Emergency” TransitCenter, October 2020



Focus groups revealed service 
quality matters to riders -
especially reliability, frequency and 
hours of service

“The time schedules, lately buses are off more 
often. You don’t know when the bus is going to 
be there, and the communication isn’t there... If I 
miss this train, when is the next one?” 

- “Chris”, Transit rider, Phoenix



How Agencies Should Respond: 
• Reallocate service geographically to serve 

people and areas who use transit the 
most.

• Emphasize frequent service, 18 hours a 
day, on routes of highest demand. 

• Protect workforce and riders with strong 
public health protocols, and communicate 
about it credibly. 

• Dedicate street space to transit and other 
non-auto uses, to speed transit past 
expected increases in auto traffic.



Service reallocation to serve 
essential riders



Using data to respond to 
demand



American Rescue Act, signed by President 
Biden in February, and  upcoming 
Reauthorization of Federal transportation 
programs, are a really big deal

1. Rare opportunity to break the auto-
centric federal bias that has existed since 
1956

2. Transit operations, not only capital 
investment, is key

3. Reducing GHG and improving equitable 
access should be measures of success 

4. Policy change is as important as overall 
spending 



David Bragdon, Executive Director, TransitCenter
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